Upper school home learning
Wednesday 10th June 2020






Maths Tasks
Please, please, please keep practising your times
tables and division facts. There is a selection of
multiplication grids to complete. They get
progressively more challenging.
Log on to the website below and complete the 5
maths questions set each day). There are 4 different
levels – silver is a good place to start but you can
decide if you need more or less of a challenge. If you
need more to do, then you can scroll down to find
further questions
https://corbettmathsprimary.com/5-a-day/
A Difference of 1 challenge.
Rule: For every large square made up of 4 small
squares you must multiply the diagonals. The
difference between the two diagonals must be 1.
Example:
2 x 8 = 16
3 x 5 = 15
Difference 16-15 = 1

Reading Tasks



Keep reading regularly at home and you could
upload onto SeeSaw your book
recommendations.
Complete the reading comprehension on Apollo
13 which can be download from the website.

This will help you start the first
task.
Can you make the whole shape
follow the rule? Is there more
than 1 solution?

Spelling Tasks


Choose whether to focus on Y3/4 or Y5/6 words and
select the correct PDF.



Complete the crossword and anagram task. Try to
do the crossword without the word list at the
bottom to help. You might learn the crossword
spellings and ask someone to test you.



Try to complete one or more of the word searches
on this website:
https://lovattspuzzles.com/kids/childrens-onlinepuzzles/wordsearch/

Writing Tasks
 Writing stimulus:
1. You are a mad scientist and have invented a new
vegetable. What is it called? What does it look
like? What does it taste like? Most importantly:
Is it safe to eat?
2. If you could have any secret super power, what
would you want it to be and why?
You could write a short story, poem, news report, poem
or even a play script.
 Possessive apostrophes
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles
/zx9ydxs
1. Watch the video and complete the online
task.
2. Complete the task on the website.

